Contro Valve appointed Exclusive Representative for Galvanic Applied
Sciences in Eastern Canada
Calgary, AB – March 8th, 2018 – Galvanic Applied Sciences, a global leader within the field of gas and liquid
analysis, is very pleased to announce it has appointed Contro Valve Equipment Inc of Brossard, QC to
represent its line of equipment for gas and liquid analysis exclusively in Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime
provinces.
"We’re very pleased to be partnering with Contro Valve Controls as our exclusive representative for
eastern Canada,” says Selwyn Pandian, Galvanic’s Canadian Sales Manager. "Their 40 years of experience
for the sales and service of analytical equipment and valves and their commitment to customer service
makes them an excellent choice for representing our products in the eastern Canadian market."
“Galvanic is an excellent addition to our product offering,” says Michael C. Wilson, President of Contro
Valve Equipment Inc. "Their industrial proven designs and international reputation complements our
existing product line of high quality manufacturers. We are very excited to begin providing our wellestablished customer base access to the Galvanic portfolio”.
About Galvanic Applied Sciences Inc.
Galvanic Applied Sciences Inc. solves critical process-analysis and measurement problems for customers
worldwide with its full line of rugged, fit-for-purpose gas- and liquid-measurement systems. A private
company headquartered in Calgary, AB, Canada, with a facility in Lowell, MA, USA, Galvanic supports a
global network of dedicated sales and service engineers, as well as value-added distributors to serve the
needs of its customers.
About Contro Valve Equipment Inc
Contro Valve Equipment (CVE) was established in 1977 in the province of Quebec and is one the largest
distributors of process control and industrial safety equipment in eastern Canada, and represents over
twenty major brands. The company operates from nine locations in Canada supported by five major
service locations. Its substantial network of account executives serves customers in a wide variety of
industries including power generation, refining, chemicals, pulp and paper, mining and municipal markets.
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